
2010

2011

2013

2012

Gliding Aerobatic National Champion 
in Promotion and Sportsman category

FAI Vice-World Champion - WAGAC
FAI Silver Metal - Known Compulsory Program
2nd place - Italian Nationals - Unlimited Category
National Champion - Advanced Category
National Champion - Intermediate Category
2nd place - Freestyle Formula Championship
Selected for Team Italy - WAGAC Championships 2012

National Champion Advanced Category
National Freestyle Champion

Freestyle Champion 2014
2nd Place at the Swiss International Championship
7th Place at the World Unlimited Glider Aerobatic Championship

FAI Overall World Champion - WAGAC
FAI World Champion - Unknown Program

FAI World Champion - Known Compulsory Program
FAI World Champion - Team Italy

4 Total FAI Gold Medals as World Champion in WAGAC Formula
2nd palce - Nationals - Unlimited Category

Gold Metal - Nationals - Advanced Category
2nd palce - Freestyle Formula Championship

Member Team Italy - WAGAC Championships - Slovakia

2014

INSTRUCTOR 
& COACHING

Enjoying - Sharing - tEaching...
These are just few of the key words and concepts that Luca loves to use and makes as 
fundamental rules in the School environment where he works.

He had some of the best instructors and Coaches World Wide as the hungarian Sandor Kato-
na and the italian Pietro Filippini so Luca wants to keep the same special philosophy he 
learned from them about the learning process through Glider Aerobatics, a really special 
and unique system to perform aerobatics.

He is well recognized as a real dynamic, professional and talented teacher and instructor 
as well as he has been called to train the National Glider Aerobatic Team of Romania wich 
scored the best result in their history this year. 
In the near future he’s going to land in California to set up the igaa project (International 
Glider Aerobatic Academy).
the Best has yet to come...

LUCA 
BeRTOSSIO
Glider Aereobatic 
World Champion

Testimonial and Marketing

Considering the high level of the results obtained in these years of sports, Luca Bertossio entered law among the small 
number of the most popular and effective ambassador of glider aerobatics world wide. The growing enthusiasm that the 
public demonstrates him and the constant attention that retain by the media, are indisputable evidence that the young 
pilot and champion gets every time he took part in any aviation events.

More than 35 Full page articles and more than 6 cover pages 
on European Magazines in 2014.
Luca is well distinguised for using and create a love affair with 
his audience by stay in direct contact with them all and bring them 
to be part of his great success.

CITIZEN Watches co. made a huge investment for 
their 2013-2014 Advertising Champain wich involves 
Luca in the 80% of the Italian Magazines.

In his personality, in his uniques sport performances, 
many Companies as:

red Bull gmbh 
citiZEn Watche co. 
Sparco s.p.a 
goPro (tm) 
garMin co.
StEMME aircraft ag

All these companies have already  
invested to communicate 
and implement their 
advertising goals through 
Luca Bertossio’s Team.

Web Marketing and Presence:

•  Facebook Fan Page - Fan Group - Personal Profile: MORE THAN 60k direct users
•  youtube: MORE THAN 9k members - More than 3 millions views - 
    More than 80k relinked pages on the web
•  Websites Official presence: redbull.com - pilot.citizen.it - sparco.com - 
 stemme.ag - bigatmo.com - bertossio-usa.com
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bertossio-usa.com 

facebook.com/bertossioluca

   

youtube.com/lucaudinese 

luca@bertossio-usa.com 

To Contact and Follow Luca Bertossio

@

Take the advantage today to choose one of the many
opportunities offered by the sponsorship packages of Luca 
Bertossio’s Team to be part of all his activities in 2015-2016
• Glider Branding
• Flight Suite Branding

all inclusive:
Airshow USA - Europe,
Red Bull Events,
Top Level Competition
Being part of Luca Bertossio’s activity must be understood 
as a real business tools and as important elements of strategic 
marketing in the Aviation Business. 
LEt’S WritE thE hiStory, not jUSt rEaD it.



Performance
Maximum speed: 281 km/h (175 mph)
Stall speed: 84 km/h (53 mph)
G limits: +9.0/-6.0 (one occupant), 
+7.0/-5.0 (two occupants)
Maximum glide ratio: 28
Rate of sink: 1 m/s (200 ft/min)

Display program 
and Glider Datas

Luca flies one of the only 32 ever produced +9g /-6g unlimited glider MDM Fox 
sponosed by Red Bull® and CITIZEN® Watches co. which has been specifically modify 
for the best performances in the air show environments. 
The livery of the Glider has been designed by aircraftStudioDesign® 
of the Italian artist Mirco Pecorari.

The precision,the pure lines and timing is the soul of his flight and his 
CITIZEN® Promaster Series Pilot Watch.

the MDM Fox is the best two-seater glider design for unlimited aerobatics.

glider aerobatics: Management of the potential and kinetic
energy to create and fly aerobatic figures wich developments 
in a specific sequence of aerial stunts from a specific 
datum altitude. 
the highlights are about: Elegance, Precision and lean but 
crisp flying style of Luca wich is considered unique and truly 
outstanding. 
Bertossio’s airdisplay is a full tank of pure emotions and exitment 
in a 4 minute aerial sequence like never seen before.

Smokes will not be used only to create more “visual effect” on the flight 
sequence but to draw in the sky figures in harmony with the 
music chosen in perfect Italian Style.

General characteristics
Pilot: 1
Length: 7.38 m (24.22 ft in)
Wingspan: 14.00 m (45.93 ft in)
Wing area: 12.3 m2 (132.4 ft2)
Aspect ratio: 15.9
Empty weight: 345 kg (761 lb)
Gross weight: 525 kg (1,157 lb)

He just put all his energy and passion to try to be 
a great pilot a great person and a great role model 
using Glider Aerobatic to share his passion and 
love for aviation. 
Many Sponsors and fans found in him a real pure 
example of professionalism and purely love and 

passion for his activity and the results are crystal 
clear. 
He’s going to continue hopefully his career aiming 
to win more and more than anybody else and try 
to use and share his passion in the best way as 
possible.

Born in Udine - Italy, January 24th 1990 

Professions: 
> Official Aerobatic pilot for                 
> Aerobatic Performer and Testimonial for                 Watches co. 
> Display Pilot for STEMME AG® Aircraft GERMANY
> Testimonial for Project of 
> Testimonial for BIGATMO® Sunglasses - GARMIN VIRB© Aviation 
   Softie Parachutes Philadelphia® - Hooker Harness®

> 12 years of flight experience;
> Around 1500+ hours of flight;
> +800hrs in Aerobatics;
> +250hrs as Aerobatic Instructor;
> EASA Private Pilot Licence with 5 different endorsement;
> FAA Commercial Glider Pilot Licence;
> ACE Card with Sean D.Tucker 2014;
> Unlimited Glider Aerobatic Instructor in Europe and USA (California);
> Official Coach of Gliding Aerobatic  for Romanian 
   National Team since 2013.
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The “Helicopter”Negative Lomchevack

Here the glider reach 230 kts on the knife edge and 

than it’s stalled with a negative Snap in the opposite 

direction of the low wing. -3g

Sequential Loops

The glider is going to paint 3 exact equal 

loops on a 45° down-line increasing its energy

2015 Official 
Red Bull ® - Sparco ® 

Flight Suite for Luca Bertossio

Accelerate Positive Spin

The Glider Descends about 150 ft/second spinning around its vertical axe with wings partially stalled. +6,5g

Flying at 150 kts to draw an Heart form 

on the horizontal plate of the sky

Tail Slide

Pull 8g in a vertical zero lift up line and slow down very fast till it’ll stop with Zero Speed and 
suddenly fly backwards till reach 80 kts

The “Target”

A simple loop with 
a Snider turn on the 

bottom that brings the 
glider to fly Inside 

the loop that it just 
flown. -4,5g

Figure has been invented by Luca in 2012 

and he is the only one in the world to perform it: 

it’s a positive snap-roll in vertical that become a 

flat negative spin meanwhile the glider is like 

holing in “hovering” position. +7g and -1.5g


